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Although herding behavior and co-movements have been
confirmed in the digital currency market, the predictivity of
interdependency between cryptocurrencies has not been testified
yet, let alone the practical predicting model to utilize all these
features accordingly. This paper intends to testify the predictivity
of price independency and sentiment values. After conducting an
ARMA test, more price interdependency has been confirmed, and
sentiment values from social media have been proved helpful in
predicting as well. Empirical study shows the significance of these
factors as input for predicting.

questions. As a summary, we mainly focus on the following
research points in this paper:
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I.
INTRODUCTION
The interdependency relations among different
companies have been confirmed as a useful indicator to
enhance predicting performance in the traditional stock
market[1]. However, in the digital currency market, the intercoin relations have not been testified as effective as the one
from the stock market. Although herding behavior has been
detected between the leading digital currencies[2] and comovements between bitcoin and Ethereum are confirmed in
the various period by [3], no research has illustrated
predictivity of interdependency by different currencies,
although the correlations between each coin are useful tools
for investors to apply in their portfolio. Hence, we firstly
intend to capture the interdependency between leading
currencies in this paper and try to illustrate the degree to
which each of the coins is capable of predicting the others.
On the other side, texts have long been confirmed its
assistance in enhancing prediction in traditional stock
markets. Similarly, some researchers have studied the
capability of sentiment values to predict price values in the
Bitcoin case[4]. Although Bitcoin, one of the primarily
leading coins, will the sentiment values of Bitcoin in social
media be the most dominating reflection of price tendency in
the market? Will the online comments of other coins also
play prophetic roles and to what extent do they succeed in
predicting? In this paper, we shall explore more about these

 To what extent will the price values of one coin
reflect the tendency of the price values of other coins.
 Will the price interdependency facilitate price
prediction in crypto markets.
 To what extent the sentiment values of one coin can
be helpful in predicting the price tendency of other
coins.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
In the field of cryptocurrency research, interdependency
of price values is one of the hot topics. Herding effects have
been proved between different digital currencies [2], but only
when uncertainty increases. Likewise, co-movement between
Bitcoin and Ethereum was also detected[3]. However, other
leading coins, such as Ripple, have not been considered yet.
As for the interdependency of price values between
leading coins, some research conducted works focusing on
spillover effects among leading cryptocurrencies[5], which
supports the existence of interdependence. There had been
some research which intends to make improvements of price
prediction in this market, one of them combined GARCH
and SVR in order to get both price fluctuation features and to
make a prediction[6]. Another one proposed a non-linear
perspective to make prediction[7]. However, unlike the
research in the field of the stock market, works in crypto
markets did not testify whether price co-relation plays a
profiting role in prediction. Hence, this serves as the second
research points in this paper.
Sentiment-related research of digital coins is rare.
Previous research validates the different roles played by both
the active minority and the silent majority of social media,
and also illustrated the predictivity of sentiment in the digital
currency market[4]. In this paper, we engage to explore
about predictivity of various currencies, rather than Bitcoin
alone.
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III.

conclusion, interdependency could be used as an indicator
when selecting predictors for a cryptocurrency.

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

Predictivity Evaluation
In order to testify the predictivity of both price and
sentiment. After experiments, we choose ARMA(1,1) and
NLS to make regression. For the price value of one coin at
the timestamp of T, the regression is :

A. Data Description
We have collected data from a leading cryptocurrency
transaction platform. In the current experiment, we only use
price data at the timestamp from 2018-02-15 to 2018-05-05
and the corresponding textual resources. All sentiment
values are extracted from texts crawled from Reddit.
Because of limits of time, we have just collected texts of
Bitcoin, Ethereum and Ripple. The three textual dataset
contains 5562, 1530 and 410 pieces of texts.

(1)
stands for the price value of the ith
Where
coin at the timestamp of T-1,
for the sentiment
value of the ith coin at the timestamp of T-1, for
constant and for the residuals.
Because of limits of raw texts resources, we only choose
Bitcoin, Ethereum and Ripple as prediction targets.
Specifically, we estimate whether derivation of price or
sentiment values from other coins can perform well in
predicting price derivation on the next day. Table 2 presents
results of ARMA estimation. For bitcoin, derivation of
price, unluckily, can only be predicted effectively by
derivation of Ethereum. Sentiment change from Ethereum
and Ripple cannot be helpful here. However, In the case of
Ripple, sentiment value from Ripple itself contributes a
coefficient with a probability of 0.02.
Meanwhile, derivation of Ethereum also presents a more
significant effect in predicting. Like Ripple, Ethereum can
also be better predicted with the assistance of sentient values
from Bitcoin (with a probability value of 0.01) and Ripple
(with a probability value of 0.03), while derivation of prices
from the other two coins contributes more in prediction.
From these rudimental data, it is reasonable to conclude that
sentient value also benefits the price prediction in the crypto
market.

B. Econometric Analysis
Interdependency of price values
In order to detect whether there is interdependency
among cryptocurrencies, a correlation test between TOP 10
coins in the market has been practiced. These coins have
been selected by using market capitalization as an indicator.
Table 1 shows a correlation matrix, containing
correlation values between each pair of prices from two
coins. We choose three leading coins, namely Bitcoin,
Ethereum and Ripple, to do the future analysis. As shown in
Figure 1(a), for bitcoin, Ethereum has a most significant
correlation, whereby Ripple also indicates a correlation with
the value of 0.92. However, not all leading coins show a
strong correlation with bitcoin, and some change quite
differently. As for Ethereum, only Ripple shows a strong
correlation with Ethereum, while bitcoin express less than
0.95. In the case of Ripple, only Ethereum correlates with a
value of 0.96, showing a close connection, however, bitcoin
does not fit with it well. The results roughly confirm the
conclusion that there are herding effects along various coins
in the market [2], but the significance of each pair varies.
Also, the co-movement between Bitcoin and Ethereum[3]
have been testified, but in some cases, other coin comovements with bitcoin or Ethereum as well. As a

TABLE 1. CORRELATION MATRIX BETWEEN TOP 10 CRYPTOCURRENCIES
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 There is significant correlation between price values
of different leading coins, not only between Bitcoin
and Ethereum. Among all the ten leading currencies,
Bitcoin, Ethereum and Ripple have the most strong
predictivity.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
From the results shown in the last section, some
conclusions can be roughly confirmed:
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been finalized. Future works include more experiments of
testing the predictivity of sentiments from more coins, more
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the interdependency of price and how the predictivity of
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 The sentiment values from Ripple perform best in
predicting price values of both Ripple and Ethereum.
However, sentiment value did not predict well in
Bitcoin case.
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